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VALLEY LEADERSHIP SEEKS NEW LEADER
President and CEO Christy Moore Leaving Post
Phoenix, AZ (March 8, 2017) - Valley Leadership (VL), Arizona’s premier leadership
development organization, is initiating a search for a new leader in anticipation of the
pending departure of president and CEO Christy Moore.
Moore joined Valley Leadership in 2012, and through her tenure, Moore supported
more than 250 of the Valley’s most impactful Arizona leaders through the flagship
program Valley Leadership Institute, and launched Valley Leadership Advance, a
program designed for high potential leaders, either new to Arizona or new to civic
engagement. Moore also launched LeaderLink, a VL initiative that connects servant
leaders to nonprofits seeking board members.
She also successfully convened a CEO Circle, populated with Arizona’s top thought
leaders that resulted in introducing design thinking into Valley Leadership’s curriculum, a
partnership with President Dr. Michael Crow and the Arizona State University’s Office of
University Initiatives.
“On behalf of the Board of Directors and all Valley Leadership Alumni, I thank Christy for
her passionate service to Valley Leadership,” Jenny Holsman Tetreault said. “Christy has
a great love for Arizona and for moving our great state forward. This was evident in the
work she brought to VL.”
The organization has appointed a selection committee to conduct the search. The new
leader will help the organization build upon Valley Leadership’s signature programs.
“Over the past five years, I have had the opportunity to meet and work alongside the
most talented leaders of Arizona,” said Moore. “I am extremely proud of our
accomplishments, and it’s time to share my talents with Arizona in other ways. I will
continue to live by Valley Leadership’s mission of strengthening and transforming
communities, and look forward to staying connected to all of the amAZing alumni.”
Questions about the position can be directed to jobs@ValleyLeadership.org
###
About Valley Leadership
As the Valley’s premier leadership organization, Valley Leadership boasts a proven and
long-standing track record of making deep impacts on the community. The
organization’s roots date back to the late 1970s when a group of Valley visionaries
recognized the need to identify and develop the next generation of leadership. Our

founders imagined an annual succession of educated change agents dedicated to
the best possible future for our region. Almost 40 years later, this vision has produced
3,000 alumni. Through high quality education, unprecedented access and an
innovative network, Valley Leadership goes beyond traditional leadership programs by
empowering leaders to advance their passions and accelerate their pursuits.

